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The Problem of Mentality
While contemplating on first principles, Rene Descartes came to a
necessity to separate all knowable into two parts, one of which
encompasses all material and the other all mental. To him it seemed clear
that to study these very different entities, res extensa and res cogitans,
equally different approaches are required. At least in the early stages of
their study, they should be considered as non-interacting, so that it would
be possible to make any headway at all. Cartesian dualism represented,
before anything else, a methodological principle, a boundary condition,
stating the problem at first approximation as a necessary step of the
beginning of cognition. This strict partition, taken as a rule by science,
along with other principles, gave fruit that exceeded the boldest of
expectations. However, behind the success of science there lays hidden
a blind spot, inherited from birth: the connection between thought and
matter. Although the presence of this blind spot is well known and
attempts to overcome it have not stopped from the time of Descartes,
such attempts so far turned out to be futile. If the two branches of being
were totally alien to each other, how could they interact? If they have a
common ground, how can that ground be understood?
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Top-down or bottom-up?

In its ultimate aim, thought is cosmic, even super-cosmic, all-encompassing.
Could thought, having come in its development to the comprehension of the
laws of nature, turn out to be a consequence of these same laws?
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Chance or Necessity?

In a sense, fallacies are more powerful than the truth. For each correct solution to a problem
competes a myriad of possible errors and even more meaningless semblances of answers. That
being so, how could it be chance generating thought, as a systematic motion to truth rather than
away from it? The birth and development of thought and comprehension of the laws already
discovered by sheer power of chance seems utterly impossible. And if not chance, can the laws of
nature be such a guiding force?
…do they contain even a hint of assistance to their own comprehension? Does their formulation
offer a way to even introduce the concept of understanding? It seems that such a possibility is
excluded already at the first stage of the strict separation of res cogitans from the science of res
extensa.
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Usually, the counter-argument to these considerations comes from natural selection; motion toward
truth is postulated to be favored by evolution through its assistance to survival and procreation. The
idea states that evolutionary benefit can be so high that its factor becomes more powerful than the
factor of weakness of solitary truth before the swarm of everything else. If we suppose that thought
did emerge purely by chance on the basis of life, then the growth of this faculty, as some suppose,
can be understood as a scientific hypothesis, so the question of soundness of this hypothesis is
raised.
Therefore, let us enumerate everything that it requires to take on faith. First, we must accept the
significance of the chance of self-effectuated birth of thought from non-thinking life. Second, we
must accept that natural selection is so powerful that it is able to systematically sieve out the
elusive truth. Third, we have to accept that even in those cases, when the fundamental cognition in
no way benefits the improvement of life conditions—in fact, it often being the opposite—the motion
forward is not prevented. These assumptions are quite far reaching, and natural selection demands
all of them without any arguments or a possibility of a scientific check. Suppose that this significant
and unearned credit is still granted. Can it still be not enough for a sensible acceptance of this
idea?
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“If my mental processes are
determined wholly by the
motions of atoms in my brain I
have no reason to suppose that
my beliefs are true. They may be
sound chemically, but that does
not make them sound logically.
And hence I have no reason for
supposing my brain to be
composed of atoms.”

1892 - 1964

J.B.S. Haldane, Possible Worlds, and Other Essays (1927)
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Epimenides
“All Cretans are liars... One of their own poets has said so.”
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EpimenidesParadox.html
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…usually these words of Epimenides are considered a logical self-refutation,
we intend to consider them from a different perspective. Suppose that the
Cretan asserted not that all Cretans lie every single time, but that their
thoughts and expressions, forced by some inescapable doom, are always
subjected to something extraneous, say, profit, wishful thinking, glorifying
Crete, love of deceit or self-deceit, in other words, to anything but the truth.
After hearing him out, one could not deduce anything about Cretans but
could reasonably conclude that Epimenides himself is untrustworthy; he
discredited himself. A known liar may every so often speak the truth, but
there is no meaning in looking for it in his words. If Epimenides himself
believed in the truth of his words, then the belief would become an act of
cognitive suicide: one who believes in something like this devalues all that he
can ever think. Remembering now Haldane’s foregoing conclusion, it is hard
not to notice that it reveals an Epimenidic structure of a belief in
determination of thought by the dynamic of atoms. In either case, we have
the one and the same cognitive suicide, which discredits thought in its core.
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Fundamental cognition not only puts forward the question of its possibility but
also the problem of its value. It is hard and demands sacrifices of comforts
and social successes available to a gifted person in other areas.
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If the view of the world is such that thought becomes
discredited in its pursuit of a worldview, in its claim to
high truths, adequacy, meaning and significance of its
striving, then such a worldview should be
acknowledged as fallacious, and not at all because we
would like it to be one way or another, i.e wishful
thinking, but because it is self-refuting. Through its
undermining of the value of cognition, such an idea
discredits also itself [Lewis, Plantinga, Nagel]
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Descartes, tasking himself with the foundational principles of modern
science and perceiving clearly this indispensable question, came to a
conclusion of necessity of grounds for trust to thought as a condition of a
pursuit of fundamental knowledge. I am prone to make mistakes, wrote
Descartes, but principles underlying thought must not doom thinking
entirely to delusion and dead ends. Every error should leave the thinker a
possibility of correction. If not, it would mean that God Himself decided to
deceive us, or that He doesn’t care, leaving us in our pitiful situation of
inescapable delusions and dead ends. Seeing himself in such a dramatic
situation, Descartes saw only one solution: trust to God. God is not a
deceiver, is the credo of Descartes, which lays the groundwork for faith in
the high value of cognition, liberating from the crippling oppression by
demons of the total metaphysical skepsis.
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The Problem of Value

Does this all mean that the One who created matter, the first to put thought
into motion, determines at every step our motivations, values and goals,
always pulling all our strings as though we were mere puppets? Or, do we
have some freedom in establishing our goals and even in ennobling our
values? In what way do the values of cognition and creativity, often being at
odds with life’s comforts and necessities, could have entered the world?
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The laws of nature are expressed mathematically. More than just
confirming this conviction of the founders of physics, the history of
science does so ‘unreasonably’ well [Wigner, GPU]. Yet, what is
mathematics? To Galilei and Descartes, who believed in the
mathematical core of nature, the answer seemed clear enough. By
mathematics they understood a sort of reasoning exemplified by Euclid’s
geometry with its non-contradictory axioms and unambiguous theorems.
Later, such structures became known as formal systems.
From the objective point of view, one formal system does not appear
better or worse than any other; their content seems value-neutral.
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Were formal systems completely value-neutral, what could it be that pulls
to them probing minds? Curiosity is an often suggested answer, but
human curiosity has countless expressions. By what means can these
purely speculative structures, devoid of feeling and passion, become
especially prevalent in the mind of a curious person when viewed in
comparison with other subjects, much more relevant to the emotional
nature and pursuits of social success? Even if by some strange reason
they still become interesting, what forces the mathematician to devote his
life to a select few of them, forgetting countless others?
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G.H. Hardy

“A mathematician, like a painter or a poet, is a maker of patterns.
If his patterns are more permanent than theirs, it is because they
are made with ideas... The mathematician’s patterns, like the
painter’s or the poet’s, must be beautiful; the ideas, like the
colours or the words, must fit together in a harmonious way.
Beauty is the first test: there is no permanent place in the world for
ugly mathematics… What we do may be small, but it has a certain
character of permanence…”
“I believe that mathematical reality lies outside us, that our
function is to discover or observe it, and that the theorems which
we prove, and which we describe grandiloquently as our
‘creations’, are simply our notes of our observations.
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Could the experience of mathematical beauty be nothing but a
psychological specific of a certain type of people, а specific
that just happened to be quite beneficial to cognition?
Wouldn’t the mathematical beauty appear in this light more of
a property of some psychological state, culture or biology than
mathematics by itself?
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in its idea, mathematics is entirely detached from all that is specific
to humanity and even to nature. It is a composition of pure, abstract,
timeless reason, reason per se. In this strict, even defiant
disengagement, entities like complex numbers or non-Euclidean
geometry were discovered and studied. To admit that the beauty of
even these objects, so scrupulously cleaned of anything specifically
human and natural is still specifically human or natural, would force
us to conclude of impossibility of human thought ever escaping the
bounds of psychology and biology of the genus Homo, even if
sometimes sapiens. Such an admission would imply a futility of any
daring project to explore reason in itself and the illusory nature of all,
even the most impressive successes of that adventure. For those
who would accept such a defeat, mathematics would lose its
independent interest, remaining, at best, just another tool. Great
mathematical discoveries never happened with a utilitarian goal.
Only those moved mathematics ahead who loved it not for some
other aim, however good and important, but for its own sake, for its
eternal, super-human beauty.
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"The beauty of a mathematical theorem depends a great deal on its
seriousness… The ‘seriousness’ of a mathematical theorem lies, not in
its practical consequences, which are usually negligible, but in the
significance of the mathematical ideas which it connects. We may say,
roughly, that a mathematical idea is ‘significant’ if it can be connected,
in a natural and illuminating way, with a large complex of other
mathematical ideas. Thus a serious mathematical theorem, a theorem
which connects significant ideas, is likely to lead to important
advances in mathematics itself and even in other sciences.”
G.H. Hardy
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“...for certain problems which can be stated
in perfectly elementary terms, especially
imaginative mathematicians have managed
to obtain partial or complete solutions by
bringing in concepts or techniques drawn
from analysis which seem to have nothing to
do with the question in hand. I can hardly do
more than allude to these methods, which
amaze mathematicians, making them feel
the profound and often mysterious unity of
mathematics, and in speaking of which they
do not hesitate to use the term ‘beauty’.”
– Jean Dieudonné, Mathematics - The Music of Reason, 1998
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…mathematics is present significantly
in each of the worlds. The mathematical
ideas that are beautiful are intrinsically
aristocratic in the Platonic world; they
are from The Book [Erdos]. This beauty
inspires those who are sensitive to its
call, tuning their minds to searching out
her new manifestations and to relaying
the precious experience to students. In
this way, mathematics enters both
halves that constitute the mental world.
Finally, the discoverable mathematical forms enter into the physical world as its
fundamental laws, enabling the cosmic cognition with dramatic flair and
tension. In this way, mathematics connects the three worlds and mysteries into
one, becoming their universal link, a thread that runs through them all, whose
significance is inseparable and unthinkable outside of its beauty. Extending
Hardy’s concept of a theorem’s seriousness, this deep every-worldness of
mathematics could be seen as metaphysical seriousness of mathematics itself.
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To see in mathematics nothing but a collection of all possible, valueneutral, formal systems [Tegmark] is no better than to view the art of
sculpture as a collection of all possible articles made of stone, or
defining man, according to the old anecdote, as a two-legged creature
without feathers. As we cannot conclude from “stoneness” about the
essence of a sculpture, so from the formality of mathematics, its mere
material, one cannot deduce its ontological essence or espy that
essentially it is the universal beauty of all worlds. It is with the power of
beauty that the existing is connected with that which is only being
summoned into existence: Being with intention and goal. The world was
created for its beauty, and man—as one who may hear that and
respond. Necessity can be stated in clear and distinctive laws, but
beauty breathes freedom and so slips the nets of reason. That is why a
belief that we are marionettes, even in the God’s hands, is incompatible
with inspiration for a worthy response. Eternal beauty calls to new
manifestations; by evincing the contemplation of itself, it beckons birth,
never promising but sometimes giving hope, always deciding the fate.
In this way the wise Diotima taught Socrates [Symposium],

Beauty is the Moira and Eileithyia for birth.
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